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A SPECIAL edition of Photogrammetric Engineering on the Uses of Photogrammetry published in January 1963 contained a compilation of the specific uses of photogrammetry as described in all technical articles published in this Journal from 1934 through 1962. Although there were some omissions because of faulty records or the compiler's oversights, the compilation proved to be sufficiently popular to exhaust the 250 reprints originally printed in addition to the 6500 published copies of the Journal.

Although the December issue (the final issue of each volume) carries a cross index of the title, author and subject, it is appropriate to publish a cumulative listing of the selection of technical Photogrammetric Engineering articles that deal with specific subjects. The articles are grouped in an arbitrary listing for field of interest. In an attempt to avoid duplication, an article listed in one field can be used to apply to others and is therefore not repeated. The title is listed to some key word, followed by the author(s) name(s) in italics, the year published in the Journal; the volume in Arabic numerals and the beginning page number (inasmuch as each volume is separately paginated).
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